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ADVERTISING AND PUBLIC RELATION 

UNIT 1 

CONCEPT OF PUBLIC RELATION 

Public relations (PR) is a strategic communication process aimed at building and maintaining 

mutually beneficial relationships between an organization and its various stakeholders, 

including customers, employees, investors, the media, and the general public. The main goal of 

PR is to create a positive image and reputation for the organization and to manage any potential 

negative perception or reputation issues. 

 

PR involves a range of activities, including media relations, social media engagement, event 

planning, crisis management, brand management, and community relations. Through these 

activities, PR professionals work to convey key messages about the organization's values, goals, 

and accomplishments to its various stakeholders. 

 

Some key principles of effective PR include transparency, authenticity, and responsiveness. 

Successful PR strategies are based on a thorough understanding of the organization's 

stakeholders and their needs and preferences, as well as a strong grasp of the media landscape 

and trends in communication technologies. 

 

Overall, PR plays a critical role in helping organizations build and maintain their reputation, 

foster positive relationships with stakeholders, and achieve their strategic goals. 

DEFINIATION OF PUBLIC RELATION 

Public relations (PR) refer to the strategic communication process used by organizations to 

build and maintain positive relationships with their various stakeholders, including customers, 

employees, investors, the media, and the general public. The goal of PR is to create a positive 

image and reputation for the organization and to manage any potential negative perception or 

reputation issues. PR involves a range of activities, including media relations, social media 
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engagement, event planning, crisis management, brand management, and community relations. 

Effective PR strategies are based on a thorough understanding of the organization's stakeholders 

and their needs and preferences, as well as a strong grasp of the media landscape and trends in 

communication technologies. 

SCOPE OF PUBLIC RELATION 

The scope of public relations (PR) is broad and varied, and it can be applied to any organization 

or individual that seeks to build and maintain relationships with its stakeholders. Some of the 

key areas of the scope of PR include: 

 

Media relations: PR professionals work with journalists and media outlets to promote positive 

news and information about the organization and its products or services. 

 

Crisis management: PR professionals develop strategies and tactics to manage potential 

reputation or communication crises, such as product recalls, accidents, or scandals. 

 

Brand management: PR professionals work to establish and maintain a strong brand identity for 

the organization, including developing brand messaging, logos, and visual elements. 

 

Community relations: PR professionals engage with local communities and stakeholders to build 

positive relationships and promote the organization's values and initiatives. 

 

Employee communications: PR professionals communicate with employees through newsletters, 

internal websites, and other channels to keep them informed and engaged with the organization. 

 

Government relations: PR professionals work with government officials and agencies to 

advocate for the organization's interests and policies. 
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Investor relations: PR professionals communicate with investors and financial analysts to 

provide information about the organization's financial performance and outlook. 

 

Overall, the scope of PR is vast and diverse, and it involves a range of communication strategies 

and tactics aimed at building and maintaining positive relationships with various stakeholders. 

 

ROLE OF PUBLIC RELATION 

 

The role of public relations (PR) is to manage the communication and relationships between an 

organization and its stakeholders. Here are some specific roles of PR: 

 

Build and maintain the organization's reputation: PR professionals work to develop a positive 

image and reputation for the organization among its stakeholders, including customers, 

employees, investors, and the general public. 

 

Manage crisis communications: PR professionals play a critical role in managing communication 

during a crisis, such as a product recall or scandal, to minimize negative impact on the 

organization's reputation. 

 

Engage with the media: PR professionals work with journalists and media outlets to promote 

positive news and information about the organization and its products or services. 

 

Foster positive employee relations: PR professionals develop communication strategies to 

engage with employees and promote a positive workplace culture. 
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Manage the organization's brand identity: PR professionals work to establish and maintain a 

strong brand identity for the organization, including developing brand messaging, logos, and 

visual elements. 

 

Support marketing and sales efforts: PR professionals work with marketing and sales teams to 

develop communication strategies that support the organization's marketing and sales efforts. 

 

Influence public opinion and policy: PR professionals advocate for the organization's interests 

and policies to government officials and the public. 

 

Overall, the role of PR is to manage the communication and relationships between the 

organization and its stakeholders to build and maintain a positive reputation and achieve the 

organization's strategic goals. 

FUNCTION OF PUBLIC RELATION 

The functions of public relations (PR) are diverse and may vary depending on the specific needs 

and goals of the organization. However, some of the key functions of PR include: 

 

Communication: PR professionals facilitate communication between the organization and its 

various stakeholders, including customers, employees, investors, and the media. They develop 

and implement communication strategies that effectively convey key messages and promote the 

organization's objectives. 

 

Reputation management: PR professionals work to manage and maintain the organization's 

reputation among its stakeholders. They develop strategies to enhance the organization's image 

and to address any negative perceptions or issues that may arise. 
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Crisis management: PR professionals play a crucial role in managing communication during a 

crisis, such as a natural disaster or a product recall. They develop crisis management plans and 

communication strategies to address the situation and minimize negative impact on the 

organization's reputation. 

 

Brand management: PR professionals work to establish and maintain a strong brand identity for 

the organization. They develop brand messaging, logos, and visual elements that effectively 

communicate the organization's values and objectives. 

 

Relationship building: PR professionals engage with various stakeholders to build positive 

relationships and foster trust and loyalty. They work to develop and maintain relationships with 

customers, employees, investors, the media, and other key stakeholders. 

 

Advocacy: PR professionals advocate for the organization's interests and objectives. They work 

to influence public opinion, policy, and decision-making processes that impact the organization. 

 

Overall, the functions of PR are focused on managing communication and relationships to 

enhance the organization's reputation, achieve its objectives, and build positive stakeholder 

relationships. 

NEW EMARGING TRENDS OF PUBLIC RELATION 

 

Public relations (PR) is an ever-evolving field, and there are several emerging trends that are 

shaping the way PR professionals work. Some of the new emerging trends of PR include: 

 

Emphasis on purpose-driven communication: Many organizations are now focusing on 

communicating their purpose and values to their stakeholders. PR professionals are playing a 
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key role in developing and implementing purpose-driven communication strategies that align 

with the organization's values and goals. 

 

Greater use of data and analytics: PR professionals are increasingly using data and analytics to 

measure the effectiveness of their communication strategies. They are using tools like social 

media analytics, sentiment analysis, and web analytics to track and measure the impact of their 

communication efforts. 

 

Increased focus on influencer marketing: Influencer marketing is becoming an increasingly 

important part of PR strategies. PR professionals are identifying and partnering with influencers 

who can help promote the organization's products or services to their followers. 

 

Rise of digital PR: With the growing importance of online communication, PR professionals are 

now focusing more on digital PR strategies. This includes social media management, content 

creation, and online reputation management. 

 

Greater emphasis on employee engagement: PR professionals are recognizing the importance of 

engaging employees in the organization's communication efforts. They are developing strategies 

to effectively communicate with and engage employees, such as internal communication 

channels and employee advocacy programs. 

 

Integration with other marketing disciplines: PR is becoming more integrated with other 

marketing disciplines, such as advertising and content marketing. PR professionals are working 

more closely with other marketing teams to develop cohesive and effective communication 

strategies. 
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Overall, these emerging trends are shaping the way PR professionals work and are helping 

organizations to communicate more effectively with their stakeholders in today's fast-paced and 

ever-changing media landscape. 

TYPES OF PUBLIC RELATION 

 

There are many different types of public relations (PR), and the type of PR a company or 

organization uses depends on its goals and target audience. Here are some of the most common 

types of PR: 

 

Media Relations: Media relations is focused on building and maintaining relationships with 

journalists and media outlets to gain positive coverage for the organization. 

 

Crisis Communications: Crisis communications involves managing communication during a 

crisis situation, such as a product recall or a natural disaster, to minimize negative impact on the 

organization's reputation. 

 

Community Relations: Community relations is focused on building positive relationships with 

the local community in which the organization operates, such as through sponsorship of local 

events or charity work. 

 

Government Relations: Government relations involves advocating for the organization's 

interests and policies to government officials and lawmakers. 

 

Investor Relations: Investor relations is focused on communicating with investors and financial 

analysts to maintain or increase the organization's stock value. 
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Employee Relations: Employee relations involves developing communication strategies to 

engage with employees and promote a positive workplace culture. 

 

Consumer Relations: Consumer relations is focused on building and maintaining relationships 

with customers through customer service, product launches, and promotions. 

 

International Relations: International relations involves managing communication and 

relationships with stakeholders in foreign countries and adapting PR strategies to cultural 

differences and language barriers. 

 

Overall, the type of PR used by an organization depends on its specific needs and goals, as well as 

the target audience it wants to reach. 

TYPES OF PUBLIC RELATION: PUBLIC, GOVERNMENT, PRIVATE, SERVICE SECTOR 

 

Here are some additional types of public relations (PR) based on the sector or industry: 

 

Public sector PR: This includes PR activities undertaken by government agencies, public utilities, 

and other publicly-funded organizations. The focus of public sector PR is to maintain 

transparency, build public trust, and communicate effectively with citizens. 

 

Government relations PR: This type of PR is focused on building relationships with government 

officials and advocating for policies that are beneficial to the organization. Government relations 

PR is often used by industries that are heavily regulated, such as healthcare and energy. 

Image building in public relation 

Image building is an important aspect of public relations. It involves managing and enhancing 

the public perception of an individual, organization, or brand. Here are some key strategies for 

image building in public relations: 
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Define your brand: Start by defining what your brand stands for and the values it embodies. This 

will help you establish a clear identity and messaging that is consistent across all your 

communications. 

 

Develop a strong visual identity: Create a visual identity that reflects your brand's personality 

and values. This includes your logo, color scheme, font, and overall design. 

 

Tell your story: Share your brand's story in a compelling way that connects with your audience. 

This can include highlighting your brand's history, accomplishments, and mission. 

 

Engage with your audience: Connect with your audience through social media, events, and other 

platforms. This allows you to build relationships and gain valuable feedback. 

 

Be authentic: Be genuine in your communications and actions. These builds trust and credibility 

with your audience. 

Brand promotion in public relation 

 

Brand promotion is a crucial aspect of public relations. It involves creating and maintaining a 

positive public perception of a brand through various communication channels. Here are some 

key strategies for brand promotion in public relations: 

 

Develop a comprehensive brand strategy: Start by developing a clear and concise brand strategy 

that outlines your goals, values, and target audience. This will help you to create a messaging 

framework that is consistent across all your communications. 
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Build media relations: Develop strong relationships with media outlets and journalists to ensure 

that your brand is featured in relevant publications and news outlets. 

 

Leverage social media: Use social media platforms to engage with your audience and promote 

your brand. This includes creating high-quality content, responding to comments and messages, 

and running social media campaigns. 

 

Create compelling content: Develop engaging content, such as blog posts, infographics, and 

videos, that showcases your brand's expertise and personality. 

Informational public relation 

 

Informational public relations is a type of public relations that focuses on educating and 

informing the public about a company, organization, or issue. It is aimed at providing accurate 

and timely information to the public in order to establish trust and credibility. 

 

Here are some key strategies for effective informational public relations: 

 

Develop a clear messaging strategy: Start by developing a clear and concise messaging strategy 

that outlines the key information you want to communicate to the public. This should be tailored 

to your target audience and based on their needs and interests. 

 

Use a variety of communication channels: Use a variety of communication channels, such as 

press releases, social media, and email newsletters, to disseminate your message and reach your 

target audience. 

 

Be transparent: Be open and transparent about your organization's activities, policies, and 

practices. This helps to build trust and credibility with the public. 
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Provide expert opinions and thought leadership: Share expert opinions and thought leadership 

on relevant topics in your industry or field. This establishes your organization as a trusted 

source of information. 

 

Respond to inquiries and feedback: Be responsive to inquiries and feedback from the public. 

This demonstrates that you value their opinions and are committed to providing accurate and 

timely information. 

 

Monitor media coverage: Monitor media coverage of your organization and issues related to 

your industry. This helps you to stay informed and respond quickly to any negative or inaccurate 

information. 

 

Overall, informational public relations is an important strategy for building trust and credibility 

with the public. By providing accurate and timely information, organizations can establish 

themselves as trusted sources of information and strengthen their reputation among key 

stakeholders. 

 

Partner with influencers: Collaborate with influencers in your industry to promote your brand to 

their followers. 

 

Host events: Host events that showcase your brand and provide value to your audience. This 

could be a product launch, a charity event, or a networking event. 

 

Measure your success: Monitor your brand's reputation and track your progress towards your 

goals. This allows you to make data-driven decisions and adjust your strategy accordingly. 
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Overall, effective brand promotion in public relations requires a strategic and integrated 

approach that leverages various communication channels to promote your brand and engage 

with your audience. 

 

Monitor and respond to feedback: Monitor what people are saying about your brand and 

respond in a timely and appropriate manner. This shows that you are listening and value your 

audience's opinion. 

 

Overall, image building in public relations requires a consistent and strategic approach that 

focuses on developing a strong brand identity, telling your story, and engaging with your 

audience in a meaningful way. 

 

Private sector PR: Private sector PR refers to PR activities undertaken by private companies, 

such as manufacturing, retail, and finance. The goal of private sector PR is to build brand 

reputation, promote products or services, and manage crisis communication. 

 

Service sector PR: Service sector PR is focused on promoting services provided by organizations 

such as hospitality, healthcare, and transportation. The goal is to build customer trust, maintain 

positive relationships, and increase brand awareness. 

 

These types of PR can overlap, and many organizations use a combination of them to achieve 

their goals. The choice of PR type depends on the nature of the organization, its goals, and the 

target audience. 

Crisis management public relation 

 

Crisis management public relations is a vital component of public relations that involves 

managing and responding to a crisis situation that threatens an organization's reputation, 
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operations, or stakeholders. It aims to mitigate negative publicity and minimize damage to an 

organization's image and reputation. Here are some key strategies for effective crisis 

management public relations: 

 

Develop a crisis communication plan: Develop a comprehensive crisis communication plan that 

outlines the roles and responsibilities of your crisis management team, communication 

protocols, and messaging strategies. This will help you to respond quickly and effectively to a 

crisis situation. 

 

Monitor for potential crises: Monitor for potential crises that could impact your organization, 

such as social media mentions, negative press coverage, or employee complaints. This allows 

you to identify potential crises early and respond proactively. 

 

Be transparent: Be transparent and honest in your communications with the public. 

Acknowledge the situation and provide regular updates on your organization's response to the 

crisis. 

 

Take responsibility: Take responsibility for any mistakes or wrongdoing that contributed to the 

crisis. This demonstrates that your organization is committed to accountability and ethical 

behavior. 

 

Provide solutions: Provide solutions and action plans to address the crisis and prevent it from 

happening again in the future. 

 

Use appropriate communication channels: Use appropriate communication channels to 

disseminate information about the crisis, such as press releases, social media, or direct 

communication with stakeholders. 
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Work with stakeholders: Work with stakeholders, such as customers, employees, and suppliers, 

to address their concerns and keep them informed about the situation. 

 

Overall, effective crisis management public relations require a proactive and strategic approach 

that focuses on transparency, accountability, and stakeholder engagement. By responding 

quickly and effectively to a crisis situation, organizations can minimize the impact on their 

reputation and maintain the trust of their stakeholders. 

Tools of media relation press conference, press meet tours, press releases, rejoinders ,feature 

writing  

 

Media relations is a crucial aspect of public relations, and it involves building relationships with 

journalists and media outlets to disseminate information about your organization or brand. Here 

are some common tools of media relations: 

 

Press conference: A press conference is a formal gathering of journalists where a company or 

organization announces a new product, service, or significant news. It is an opportunity for the 

media to ask questions and get information first-hand from company representatives. 

 

Press meets tours: A press meet tour is an opportunity for journalists to tour a company or 

organization's facilities or operations. This is often done to give journalists a firsthand look at 

the company's processes, products, or services. 

 

Press releases: A press release is a written statement sent to journalists and media outlets to 

announce news or events related to a company or organization. It is an effective way to 

disseminate information to a large audience quickly and efficiently. 
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Rejoinders: A rejoinder is a written response to an article or news story that contains inaccurate 

or misleading information about a company or organization. It is used to correct the record and 

ensure that accurate information is being reported. 

 

Feature writing: Feature writing is a form of storytelling that focuses on a particular topic or 

theme related to a company or organization. It is often used to highlight the organization's 

expertise, culture, or social impact. 

 

Overall, the tools of media relations are designed to help companies and organizations build 

relationships with journalists and media outlets, and to disseminate information about their 

brand or organization to a wider audience. By using these tools effectively, organizations can 

enhance their reputation, increase brand visibility, and establish themselves as thought leaders 

in their respective industries. 

Tools of media relation video news releasing, blog writing 

 

In addition to the tools of media relations mentioned earlier, there are other effective ways to 

engage with the media and disseminate information about your organization or brand. Here are 

two more tools of media relations: 

 

Video news releases: A video news release (VNR) is a pre-recorded video that is distributed to 

journalists and media outlets to provide information about a company, product, or event. VNRs 

are often used when there is visual content that can be better conveyed through video than 

through text. 

 

Blog writing: Blog writing is a form of content marketing that involves creating and publishing 

blog posts on a company or organization's website. Blog posts can cover a range of topics related 

to the organization, including industry news, product updates, thought leadership, and company 
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culture. They are an effective way to engage with customers and stakeholders, and to establish 

the organization as an authority in their industry. 

 

By using a variety of tools of media relations, including video news releases and blog writing, 

organizations can effectively engage with journalists and media outlets, and disseminate 

information about their brand or organization to a wider audience. By creating high-quality 

content and establishing themselves as thought leaders, organizations can enhance their 

reputation and increase brand awareness. 

Selection of media in reaching out to public. 

 

When it comes to reaching out to the public, it is important to carefully consider which media 

channels to use to ensure that your message reaches your target audience effectively. Here are 

some factors to consider when selecting media channels: 

 

Target audience: Consider who your target audience is and where they are likely to consume 

media. For example, if you are targeting young people, social media channels like Instagram and 

TikTok may be more effective than traditional media like newspapers. 

 

Message type: Consider the type of message you want to convey and which media channels are 

most appropriate for that message. For example, if you want to provide in-depth information 

about your organization, a blog post or a feature article in a magazine may be more effective 

than a short social media post. 

 

Timing: Consider the timing of your message and which media channels are best suited to your 

timeline. For example, if you have breaking news that needs to be disseminated quickly, a press 

release or a social media post may be more effective than a feature article that takes longer to 

produce. 
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Budget: Consider your budget and which media channels are most cost-effective for your 

organization. For example, if you have limited funds, social media and email marketing may be 

more cost-effective than traditional media channels like television or radio. 

 

Geographic reach: Consider the geographic reach of your message and which media channels are 

most effective in reaching your target audience in different locations. For example, if you are 

targeting a local audience, community newspapers or radio stations may be more effective than 

national media outlets. 

 

Overall, selecting the right media channels to reach out to the public requires careful 

consideration of your target audience, message type, timing, budget, and geographic reach. By 

selecting the most effective media channels for your organization, you can ensure that your 

message reaches your target audience and achieves your communication goals. 

Publicity and advertising, sales, promotion and marketing 

Publicity, advertising, sales promotion, and marketing are all related concepts but differ in their 

approach and goals. 

 

Publicity: Publicity is the process of generating media coverage and attention for a company or 

organization without paying for it. It involves creating a story or angle that is interesting or 

newsworthy to attract media attention. The goal of publicity is to increase brand awareness and 

reputation through media coverage. 

 

Advertising: Advertising is a paid promotional activity that involves creating and distributing 

advertisements in various media channels, such as television, radio, print, and online. The goal of 

advertising is to increase brand awareness, drive sales, and promote products or services. 
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Sales promotion: Sales promotion is a marketing strategy that involves offering incentives to 

customers or retailers to increase sales. Examples of sales promotions include discounts, 

coupons, rebates, contests, and loyalty programs. The goal of sales promotion is to stimulate 

demand for products or services and increase sales. 

 

Marketing: Marketing is a broader concept that encompasses all activities involved in creating, 

promoting, and distributing products or services to customers. It involves market research, 

product development, pricing, advertising, and distribution. The goal of marketing is to create 

customer demand and loyalty and to ultimately drive sales and revenue. 

 

In summary, publicity and advertising are two distinct ways of promoting a brand or 

organization, with publicity involving unpaid media coverage and advertising involving paid 

promotions. Sales promotion involves offering incentives to customers to increase sales, while 

marketing involves a broader range of activities to create and promote products or services to 

customers. 
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UNIT 2 

Role and function of public relation 

 

Public relations (PR) play a crucial role in managing and enhancing the reputation of an 

organization or individual. Here are some of the key functions and roles of PR: 

 

Building relationships: One of the primary functions of PR is to build relationships between an 

organization or individual and its stakeholders, including customers, employees, investors, 

media, and the public. PR professionals use various communication tools and strategies to 

establish and maintain positive relationships and foster mutual understanding. 

 

Managing reputation: PR plays a critical role in managing the reputation of an organization or 

individual by monitoring public opinion, identifying potential issues or crises, and developing 

strategies to address them. PR professionals work to ensure that their organization's reputation 

is positive and credible by communicating its achievements, values, and contributions to society. 

 

Media relations: PR is also responsible for managing the relationship between an organization or 

individual and the media. PR professionals pitch stories, arrange interviews, and provide media 

with access to key people and information to ensure accurate and favourable coverage. 

 

Crisis management: In times of crisis, PR plays a crucial role in managing the communication 

and public perception of an organization or individual. PR professionals develop crisis 

communication plans and strategies to ensure that accurate and timely information is 

communicated to stakeholders and the public to minimize reputational damage. 
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Corporate social responsibility: PR also plays a role in promoting corporate social responsibility 

by communicating an organization's efforts to give back to society through charitable donations, 

volunteer work, environmental initiatives, and other social causes. 

 

Overall, the role of PR is to build and maintain positive relationships between an organization or 

individual and its stakeholders by managing communication and reputation, developing and 

executing communication strategies, and promoting transparency, authenticity, and 

accountability. 

Public relation in central and state government 

 

Public relations (PR) play a crucial role in both the central and state government in India. Here 

are some of the ways in which PR is used in the government: 

 

Promoting government initiatives: PR is used to promote various initiatives taken by the central 

and state governments, such as Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, Digital India, Make in India, etc. PR 

professionals use various communication tools and channels to disseminate information about 

these initiatives and their impact on citizens. 

 

Managing government reputation: PR is used to manage the reputation of the government by 

highlighting its achievements and successes and addressing any negative perceptions or 

criticisms. PR professionals work to build trust and credibility with citizens and stakeholders by 

communicating government policies and actions effectively. 

 

Crisis management: PR is used to manage crises that may affect the government's reputation, 

such as natural disasters, terrorist attacks, or scandals. PR professionals develop crisis 

communication plans and strategies to ensure that accurate and timely information is 

communicated to citizens and stakeholders to minimize reputational damage. 
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Media relations: PR is used to manage the relationship between the government and the media. 

PR professionals work to ensure that the media receives accurate and timely information about 

government policies and initiatives, and to address any inaccuracies or misinterpretations. 

 

Internal communications: PR is used to facilitate communication within the government, 

between different departments and agencies, and between government officials and citizens. PR 

professionals use various communication tools and channels to ensure that information is 

disseminated effectively within the government and to stakeholders. 

 

Overall, PR is a critical function in the central and state government in India, playing a key role in 

promoting government initiatives, managing government reputation, crisis management, media 

relations, and internal communication. 

role and function  of Public relation in central and state government  

 

Public relations (PR) plays a critical role in both central and state government in India. Here are 

some of the ways in which PR is used in the government: 

 

Promoting government initiatives: PR is used to promote various initiatives taken by the central 

and state governments, such as Swachh Bharat Abhiyan, Digital India, Make in India, etc. PR 

professionals use various communication tools and channels to disseminate information about 

these initiatives and their impact on citizens. 

 

Managing government reputation: PR is used to manage the reputation of the government by 

highlighting its achievements and successes and addressing any negative perceptions or 

criticisms. PR professionals work to build trust and credibility with citizens and stakeholders by 

communicating government policies and actions effectively. 
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Crisis management: PR is used to manage crises that may affect the government's reputation, 

such as natural disasters, terrorist attacks, or scandals. PR professionals develop crisis 

communication plans and strategies to ensure that accurate and timely information is 

communicated to citizens and stakeholders to minimize reputational damage. 

 

Media relations: PR is used to manage the relationship between the government and the media. 

PR professionals work to ensure that the media receives accurate and timely information about 

government policies and initiatives, and to address any inaccuracies or misinterpretations. 

 

Internal communications: PR is used to facilitate communication within the government, 

between different departments and agencies, and between government officials and citizens. PR 

professionals use various communication tools and channels to ensure that information is 

disseminated effectively within the government and to stakeholders. 

 

Public awareness campaigns: PR is also used to create public awareness about various 

government schemes and policies, such as healthcare initiatives, education programs, and social 

welfare measures. PR professionals use various communication tools and strategies to reach out 

to the public and ensure that citizens are informed about the benefits and opportunities 

provided by the government. 

 

Overall, PR is a crucial function in both central and state government in India, playing a key role 

in promoting government initiatives, managing government reputation, crisis management, 

media relations, internal communication, and public awareness campaigns. 

Organizational structure of public relation department in central, state government. 

public sector, private sector, NGO difference between in-house PR and a PR consultancy 
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Organizational Structure of Public Relations Department: 

 

The organizational structure of the public relations (PR) department varies depending on the 

size and nature of the organization. Here are some examples of the organizational structures of 

PR departments: 

 

Central and State Government: The PR department in the central and state government is 

typically headed by a director or a Commissioner of Information and Public Relations. The 

department may have several officers, including Public Relations Officers, Assistant Public 

Relations Officers, and Information Assistants. 

 

Public Sector: In public sector organizations, the PR department may be part of the marketing or 

communications department. The PR department may have a Head of PR, PR Manager, and PR 

Executive. 

 

Private Sector: In private sector organizations, the PR department may be a standalone 

department or part of the marketing or communications department. The PR department may 

have a Head of PR, PR Manager, and PR Executive. 

 

NGOs: In NGOs, the PR department may be a standalone department or part of the 

communications department. The PR department may have a Head of PR, PR Manager, and PR 

Executive. 

 

Difference between In-house PR and PR Consultancy: 

 

In-house PR refers to a PR department within an organization that is responsible for managing 

the organization's PR activities. PR consultancy, on the other hand, refers to an external agency 
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hired by an organization to provide PR services. Here are some of the key differences between 

in-house PR and PR consultancy: 

 

Ownership: In-house PR is owned and managed by the organization, while PR consultancy is an 

external agency that is not owned by the organization. 

 

Expertise: In-house PR teams have a deep understanding of the organization and its culture, 

while PR consultancy brings a broader range of expertise and experience from working with 

different organizations and industries. 

 

Cost: In-house PR is typically less expensive than PR consultancy, as the organization does not 

have to pay for external agency fees. 

 

Control: In-house PR gives the organization more control over its PR activities, while PR 

consultancy gives the organization less control as the agency is an external party. 

 

Flexibility: In-house PR provides more flexibility to the organization to adapt its PR activities to 

changes in the organization or external environment, while PR consultancy may have a fixed 

scope of work and may be less flexible. 

 

Overall, the choice between in-house PR and PR consultancy depends on the organization's 

needs and resources. Both have their advantages and disadvantages, and organizations need to 

carefully consider their options before making a decision. 

Writing for public Relation 
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Writing is an essential part of public relations (PR). PR professionals need to be able to write 

effectively to communicate their organization's messages to various stakeholders. Here are some 

tips for writing for public relations: 

 

Know your audience: Before writing, it's important to understand who your audience is and 

what they care about. This will help you tailor your message to their needs and interests. 

 

Keep it simple: PR writing should be simple and straightforward. Avoid using technical jargon or 

overly complex language that may confuse or turn off your audience. 

 

Use a conversational tone: PR writing should be conversational in tone, as if you were speaking 

directly to your audience. This helps to engage readers and make your message more relatable. 

 

Be clear and concise: PR writing should be clear and concise, getting straight to the point. Use 

short sentences and paragraphs, and break up text with headings and subheadings to make it 

easier to read. 

 

Use active voice: Using active voice in your writing makes it more engaging and dynamic. This 

means writing sentences in which the subject is doing the action, rather than having the action 

done to it. 

 

Tell a story: People are more likely to remember stories than facts and figures. Use storytelling 

techniques to create a narrative that will engage your audience and make your message more 

memorable. 

 

Be accurate: PR writing should be accurate and fact-checked. Make sure that any statistics, 

quotes, or other information you use is correct and up-to-date. 
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Edit and proofread: Before publishing or sending out any PR materials, make sure to edit and 

proofread them thoroughly. Look for spelling and grammatical errors, and make sure your 

message is clear and concise. 

 

Overall, effective writing is essential for successful public relations. PR professionals should aim 

to communicate their organization's message clearly, concisely, and in a way that engages their 

audience. By following these tips, PR professionals can create effective written content that 

resonates with their stakeholders. 

Concept of CSR 

 

CSR stands for Corporate Social Responsibility. It is a concept that refers to the responsibility of 

companies to take actions that benefit society, the environment, and stakeholders beyond their 

legal obligations and financial interests. CSR is about companies going beyond profit-making to 

contribute positively to society and to minimize any negative impact of their operations. 

 

The concept of CSR has evolved over time, with increasing attention being paid to the social and 

environmental impacts of business activities. Today, CSR encompasses a wide range of activities, 

including: 

 

Environmental sustainability: Companies are expected to reduce their carbon footprint, 

conserve natural resources, and promote environmentally sustainable practices. 

 

Social welfare: Companies are expected to engage in social welfare activities such as supporting 

education, healthcare, and community development. 
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Ethical business practices: Companies are expected to operate with transparency, honesty, and 

ethical business practices, including fair treatment of employees, suppliers, and customers. 

 

Philanthropy: Companies are expected to engage in philanthropic activities such as charitable 

donations and volunteerism. 

 

Corporate governance: Companies are expected to maintain high standards of corporate 

governance, including accountability, transparency, and ethical behavior. 

 

CSR is important because it helps to build trust between companies and their stakeholders, 

including customers, employees, and the wider community. Companies that engage in CSR 

activities are seen as more responsible, ethical, and trustworthy, which can help to enhance their 

reputation and brand image. Additionally, CSR can contribute to long-term sustainability and 

profitability by fostering positive relationships with stakeholders and promoting a stable 

operating environment. 

Publicity in print media, tv, Radio, films, outdoor media, new media and social media 

 

Publicity is an essential part of public relations, and it can be achieved through various media 

channels. Here are some of the ways in which publicity can be achieved through different media 

channels: 

 

Print Media: Publicity in print media includes getting coverage in newspapers, magazines, and 

other print publications. This can be achieved through press releases, media alerts, and feature 

stories. 
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TV: Publicity in TV involves getting coverage on news programs, talk shows, and other TV 

shows. This can be achieved through press releases, media pitches, and arranging interviews 

with key spokespeople. 

Radio: Publicity in radio involves getting coverage on talk shows, news programs, and other 

radio shows. This can be achieved through press releases, media pitches, and arranging 

interviews with key spokespeople. 

Films: Publicity in films involves getting coverage in the media for films and documentaries. This 

can be achieved through press releases, media pitches, and arranging interviews with key 

spokespeople. 

 

Outdoor Media: Publicity in outdoor media includes getting coverage on billboards, posters, and 

other outdoor advertising. This can be achieved through advertising campaigns, sponsorships, 

and events. 

 

New Media: Publicity in new media includes getting coverage on websites, blogs, and other 

digital platforms. This can be achieved through online press releases, social media campaigns, 

and influencer marketing. 

 

Social Media: Publicity in social media involves getting coverage on social media platforms such 

as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. This can be achieved through social media campaigns, 

influencer marketing, and online contests. 

 

Overall, achieving publicity through different media channels requires a well-planned and 

strategic approach. PR professionals need to understand the target audience, the media 

landscape, and the key messages that they want to convey. By using a mix of traditional and new 

media channels, PR professionals can effectively reach their target audience and achieve their 

publicity goals. 
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UNIT 3 

PR'S-Evolving - Role Emerging Trends political PR 

 

Public Relations (PR) has been evolving over the years, and there are emerging trends that have 

changed the way PR is done. One of these emerging trends is political PR. 

 

Political PR involves the use of public relations strategies to shape public opinion and influence 

political decision-making. Political PR is used by political parties, candidates, and governments 

to shape their public image, manage crises, and communicate their policy positions to the public. 

 

One of the key elements of political PR is the use of social media. Social media has become an 

essential tool for political PR, allowing political parties and candidates to engage directly with 

voters and supporters. Social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram have 

become popular channels for political PR, allowing candidates and parties to share their 

messages, mobilize supporters, and respond quickly to any criticism or negative coverage. 

 

Another emerging trend in political PR is the use of data analytics. With the rise of big data, 

political parties and candidates are using data analytics to target voters with personalized 

messages and to track the effectiveness of their campaigns. Data analytics allows political PR 

professionals to measure the impact of their campaigns in real-time and to adjust their strategies 

accordingly. 

 

In addition to social media and data analytics, political PR is also increasingly focused on issues 

such as diversity, equity, and inclusion. Political parties and candidates are using PR strategies to 

communicate their commitment to these issues and to build support among voters who 

prioritize these values. 
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Overall, political PR is an important emerging trend in the field of public relations. It requires a 

deep understanding of political systems, issues, and the media landscape, as well as strong 

communication and analytical skills. Political PR professionals play a critical role in shaping 

public opinion and influencing political decision-making, and their work will continue to be 

essential in the years to come. 

PR in social sector, lobbying, public affairs, entertainment, celebrity management, events, 

sponsorship, trade shows,    

 

PR plays an important role in various sectors, including the social sector, lobbying, public affairs, 

entertainment, celebrity management, events, sponsorship, and trade shows. Here's a brief 

overview of PR in each of these sectors: 

 

Social Sector: PR in the social sector involves promoting the mission and activities of non-profit 

organizations, NGOs, and charities. PR strategies in the social sector include building 

relationships with donors, fundraising, and publicizing the impact of the organization's work on 

the community. 

 

Lobbying: PR in lobbying involves influencing political decision-making on behalf of clients. 

Lobbying PR strategies include building relationships with lawmakers and policymakers, 

organizing advocacy campaigns, and shaping public opinion on policy issues. 

 

Public Affairs: PR in public affairs involves managing the public image of businesses, 

organizations, or governments. Public affairs PR strategies include communicating policy 

positions, managing crises, and engaging with stakeholders. 
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Entertainment: PR in the entertainment industry involves promoting movies, TV shows, music, 

and other forms of entertainment. Entertainment PR strategies include media tours, red carpet 

events, and social media campaigns. 

 

Celebrity Management: PR in celebrity management involves managing the public image of 

celebrities, athletes, and other high-profile individuals. Celebrity management PR strategies 

include media relations, crisis management, and social media management. 

 

Events: PR in events involves planning and promoting events such as product launches, 

conferences, and trade shows. Event PR strategies include media coverage, influencer outreach, 

and social media campaigns. 

 

Sponsorship: PR in sponsorship involves building relationships with sponsors and leveraging 

those relationships to promote a brand or organization. Sponsorship PR strategies include media 

coverage, branding, and social media campaigns. 

 

Trade Shows: PR in trade shows involves promoting a company's products or services at 

industry events. Trade show PR strategies include media outreach, social media campaigns, and 

influencer marketing. 

 

Overall, PR plays a critical role in a variety of industries and sectors, helping organizations to 

build their brand, manage their reputation, and achieve their business goals. 

Professional organization: PRSI, PRCI, IPRA, PR Campaigns, lobbying as a growing 

Business/ Enterprises 
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There are several professional organizations in the field of public relations, including PRSI, PRCI, 

IPRA, and PR Campaigns. These organizations provide networking opportunities, professional 

development, and resources for PR professionals. 

 

PRSI (Public Relations Society of India) is a professional association for PR professionals in 

India. It provides training and development opportunities, networking events, and resources for 

its members. 

 

PRCI (Public Relations Council of India) is another professional association for PR professionals 

in India. It provides a platform for PR professionals to exchange ideas, share best practices, and 

promote ethical standards in the industry. 

 

IPRA (International Public Relations Association) is a global organization that represents PR 

professionals in over 100 countries. It provides networking opportunities, professional 

development, and resources for PR professionals worldwide. 

 

PR Campaigns is a global organization that provides resources, best practices, and case studies 

for PR campaigns. It is a great resource for PR professionals who want to learn more about 

successful PR campaigns in different industries and regions. 

 

Lobbying is a growing business for enterprises that want to influence political decision-making 

on behalf of their clients. Lobbying firms help businesses to build relationships with lawmakers 

and policymakers, shape public opinion, and advocate for policy changes that benefit their 

clients. 

 

In summary, professional organizations such as PRSI, PRCI, IPRA, and PR Campaigns provide 

valuable resources, networking opportunities, and professional development for PR 
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professionals. Lobbying is a growing business for enterprises that want to influence political 

decision-making, and lobbying firms can help businesses to achieve their policy goals. 

Public Relation Ethics 

 

Public relations ethics refers to the principles and values that guide the behavior of PR 

professionals. Ethical conduct is critical in maintaining the credibility and trust of the public, 

clients, and other stakeholders. 

 

Here are some key principles of public relations ethics: 

 

Honesty: PR professionals should be truthful and transparent in their communications with the 

public, clients, and stakeholders. They should avoid exaggeration, deception, and misleading 

information. 

 

Integrity: PR professionals should act in the best interest of their clients or organizations, but 

they should also adhere to ethical standards and not compromise their integrity. 

 

Objectivity: PR professionals should strive to present information in an unbiased and objective 

manner. They should avoid conflicts of interest and disclose any potential biases. 

 

Confidentiality: PR professionals should respect the confidentiality of their clients and not 

disclose confidential information without permission. 

 

Respect: PR professionals should respect the rights and dignity of all individuals, including their 

clients, colleagues, and the public. 
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Professionalism: PR professionals should maintain high standards of professionalism in their 

conduct, communication, and relationships with clients and stakeholders. 

 

Social Responsibility: PR professionals should consider the social, cultural, and environmental 

impact of their work and advocate for ethical and responsible behaviour. 

 

Overall, public relations ethics is essential for maintaining the credibility and trust of PR 

professionals, clients, and stakeholders. Adhering to ethical principles and values ensures that 

PR professionals act in the best interest of their clients while also upholding the standards of the 

profession. 
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UNIT 4 

Introduction to Advertising 

 

Advertising is a marketing communication strategy that involves promoting products, services, 

or ideas to a target audience through various media channels. It is a form of paid communication 

that aims to persuade and influence consumers to take a desired action, such as buying a 

product or service, supporting a cause, or changing their behavior. 

 

Advertising involves creating and delivering messages that are designed to attract attention and 

generate interest in a product or service. It typically involves a creative process of developing 

concepts, visuals, and copy that will effectively communicate the brand message to the target 

audience. 

 

Advertising can be delivered through various media channels, including television, radio, print, 

outdoor, digital, and social media. Each medium has its unique strengths and limitations, and 

advertisers must choose the appropriate media channel based on their target audience, budget, 

and campaign objectives. 

 

The primary objectives of advertising are to increase brand awareness, create brand preference, 

and drive sales. Effective advertising campaigns can help brands establish a unique identity, 

differentiate themselves from competitors, and create a loyal customer base. 

 

Advertising has become an integral part of modern society and is a significant contributor to the 

global economy. Advertisers spend billions of dollars each year on advertising campaigns, and 

advertising has created many jobs in creative, media, and marketing industries. 
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Overall, advertising is a critical marketing communication strategy that helps businesses and 

organizations to connect with their target audience, build brand awareness, and drive sales. 

Adverting concept 

 

Advertising is a marketing communication strategy that involves promoting products, services, 

or ideas to a target audience through various media channels. It is a form of paid communication 

that aims to persuade and influence consumers to take a desired action, such as buying a 

product or service, supporting a cause, or changing their behavior. 

 

The concept of advertising involves creating and delivering messages that capture the attention 

and interest of a target audience. Advertising messages are typically created by advertising 

agencies or in-house marketing teams, and they are delivered through various media channels, 

including television, radio, print, outdoor, digital, and social media. 

 

The goal of advertising is to create awareness, build brand identity, and drive sales or other 

desired actions. Effective advertising campaigns use creative messaging and targeted delivery to 

reach the right audience at the right time and in the right place. 

 

Overall, advertising is a critical component of modern marketing, and it plays an important role 

in shaping consumer behavior and driving business success. 

Adverting definition. 

Advertising is a marketing communication strategy that involves promoting products, services, 

or ideas to a target audience through various media channels. It is a form of paid communication 

that aims to persuade and influence consumers to take a desired action, such as buying a 

product or service, supporting a cause, or changing their behaviour. The goal of advertising is to 

create awareness, build brand identity, and drive sales or other desired actions. Effective 
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advertising campaigns use creative messaging and targeted delivery to reach the right audience 

at the right time and in the right place. 

Advertising History 

The history of advertising dates back to ancient civilizations, where merchants and traders used 

simple signs and symbols to attract customers. In ancient Egypt, papyrus was used to make sales 

messages and posters, while in ancient Greece, political candidates used papyrus to announce 

their candidacy. 

The modern advertising industry emerged in the late 19th and early 20th centuries with the 

growth of mass media such as newspapers, magazines, and radio. Advertising agencies 

developed new techniques to create attention-grabbing messages and reach large audiences, and 

advertising became a significant force in the global economy. 

In the early days of advertising, the focus was on product features and functional benefits. 

Advertising messages were simple and direct, with a focus on informing consumers about the 

features and benefits of a product or service. However, as advertising became more 

sophisticated, advertisers began to focus on emotional appeals, using humour, sex appeal, and 

other tactics to create an emotional connection with consumers. 

The advent of television in the mid-20th century revolutionized the advertising industry, 

allowing advertisers to reach large audiences with high-impact visuals and sound. Advertising 

became more creative and sophisticated, with the use of jingles, slogans, and catchy visuals to 

create memorable messages. 

The rise of digital technology in the late 20th century and early 21st century has transformed the 

advertising industry once again. Today, advertisers use sophisticated data analytics and digital 

tools to create targeted, personalized messages that reach consumers through multiple channels, 

including social media, mobile devices, and streaming video. 

In summary, the history of advertising is a story of innovation and evolution, with advertisers 

constantly developing new techniques and technologies to reach and persuade consumers. From 
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simple signs and symbols to sophisticated digital campaigns, advertising has become a critical 

part of modern marketing and a significant force in the global economy. 

Advertising Role   

 

The role of advertising is to communicate a message to a target audience in order to promote or 

sell a product, service, or idea. Advertising can help to build brand awareness, create desire for a 

product or service, and influence consumer behavior. In addition, advertising can help to 

differentiate a product or service from its competitors and establish a unique identity in the 

marketplace. 

 

Advertising can also serve as a tool for educating consumers about a product or service, its 

features and benefits, and how it can meet their needs. Advertising can be used to communicate 

messages that are emotional, humorous, informative, or persuasive, depending on the goals of 

the campaign and the preferences of the target audience. 

 

In today's digital age, advertising has evolved to include a variety of new media channels, 

including social media, online video, mobile apps, and other digital platforms. These channels 

allow advertisers to reach consumers in new and innovative ways and to create highly targeted 

campaigns based on consumer data and behavior. 

 

Overall, the role of advertising is to create a connection between a product, service, or idea and 

its intended audience, with the ultimate goal of driving sales or achieving a desired outcome. 

Advertising Function 

 

The primary function of advertising is to promote a product, service, or idea to a target audience 

with the goal of driving sales, creating brand awareness, and shaping consumer behavior. 
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Advertising functions include: 

 

Informing: Advertising provides information to potential customers about the features, benefits, 

and uses of a product or service. 

 

Persuading: Advertising aims to persuade potential customers to take a specific action, such as 

buying a product or service. 

 

Reminding: Advertising helps to reinforce brand identity and remind customers about a product 

or service that they may have previously seen or used. 

 

Differentiating: Advertising helps to differentiate one product or brand from another in a 

competitive marketplace. 

 

Building Brand Image: Advertising helps to build brand identity, awareness, and loyalty among 

customers, which can lead to long-term success. 

 

Creating Demand: Advertising can create a desire for a product or service that consumers may 

not have previously considered or known about. 

 

Generating Revenue: Advertising ultimately aims to generate revenue for a business or 

organization by driving sales and increasing profits. 

 

Overall, the function of advertising is to communicate with potential customers and influence 

their buying decisions in a way that is beneficial for the advertiser. 

Advertising significance 
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Advertising is significant in many ways: 

 

Creating Brand Awareness: Advertising helps in creating awareness about a brand or a product, 

which is a crucial step in the sales process. 

 

Building Brand Identity: Advertising helps in creating a brand identity, which is essential for 

distinguishing a brand from its competitors. 

 

Increasing Sales: Advertising is an effective way to promote products and services and 

ultimately drive sales. 

 

Shaping Consumer Behavior: Advertising has the power to shape consumer behavior and 

influence their purchasing decisions. 

 

Driving Economic Growth: Advertising plays a crucial role in driving economic growth by 

promoting business and stimulating consumer spending. 

 

Supporting Media Industry: Advertising is a significant source of revenue for the media industry, 

which includes television, radio, print, and digital media. 

 

Creating Jobs: The advertising industry employs millions of people worldwide, from copywriters 

and designers to media planners and sales executives. 

 

Promoting Social Causes: Advertising can also be used to promote social causes, such as public 

health campaigns and environmental awareness. 
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In summary, advertising is significant for creating brand awareness, building brand identity, 

driving sales, shaping consumer behavior, driving economic growth, supporting the media 

industry, creating jobs, and promoting social causes. 

Types of Advertising 

 

There are several types of advertising, including: 

 

Print Advertising: This includes advertisements placed in newspapers, magazines, flyers, 

brochures, and other printed materials. 

 

Broadcast Advertising: This includes advertisements on television and radio, including 

commercials and sponsorships. 

 

Outdoor Advertising: This includes billboards, posters, signs, and other forms of advertising that 

are displayed outdoors. 

 

Online Advertising: This includes advertisements on websites, search engines, social media 

platforms, and other digital channels. 

 

Mobile Advertising: This includes advertisements that are displayed on mobile devices such as 

smartphones and tablets. 

 

Social Media Advertising: This includes advertising on social media platforms such as Facebook, 

Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn. 

 

Direct Mail Advertising: This includes advertisements that are mailed directly to consumers, 

such as postcards, flyers, and catalogs. 
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Product Placement Advertising: This involves integrating products or brands into television 

shows, movies, and other forms of media. 

 

Celebrity Endorsement Advertising: This involves using a celebrity to endorse a product or 

service in advertising. 

 

Institutional Advertising: This includes advertising that promotes an organization or company 

rather than a specific product or service. 

 

These are just a few examples of the types of advertising that exist. Each type of advertising has 

its own unique advantages and disadvantages, and advertisers often use a combination of 

different types of advertising to reach their target audience. 

Classification of Adverting 

 

Advertising can be classified in various ways based on different criteria. Here are some common 

classifications of advertising: 

 

Based on Target Audience: 

Consumer Advertising: This type of advertising targets individual consumers to promote 

products or services. 

Business-to-Business (B2B) Advertising: This type of advertising targets other businesses and 

organizations, rather than individual consumers. 

Based on Geographic Reach: 

Local Advertising: This type of advertising is focused on a specific geographic area, such as a city 

or region. 
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National Advertising: This type of advertising is aimed at a national audience, covering a large 

geographic area. 

Global Advertising: This type of advertising reaches a worldwide audience and is often used by 

multinational corporations. 

Based on Media Channel: 

Print Advertising: This type of advertising appears in newspapers, magazines, brochures, flyers, 

and other printed materials. 

Broadcast Advertising: This type of advertising appears on television or radio. 

Outdoor Advertising: This type of advertising appears on billboards, signs, transit vehicles, and 

other outdoor locations. 

Online Advertising: This type of advertising appears on websites, search engines, social media 

platforms, and other digital channels. 

Mobile Advertising: This type of advertising targets users on their mobile devices, such as 

smartphones and tablets. 

Based on Objective: 

Informative Advertising: This type of advertising is aimed at providing information about a 

product or service to the target audience. 

Persuasive Advertising: This type of advertising aims to persuade the target audience to take a 

specific action, such as buying a product or service. 

Reminder Advertising: This type of advertising aims to remind the target audience about a 

product or service that they may have forgotten about. 

Comparative Advertising: This type of advertising compares the features and benefits of a 

product or service with those of its competitors. 

Based on Timing: 

Pioneering Advertising: This type of advertising is used to introduce a new product or service to 

the market. 
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Competitive Advertising: This type of advertising is used to promote a product or service that 

already exists in the market, with the aim of gaining a competitive advantage. 

Retentive Advertising: This type of advertising is used to retain customers by reminding them 

about a product or service they have already used. 

These are some of the common classifications of advertising, and many ads may fall into more 

than one category depending on their goals and target audience. 

women Advertising 

 

Women have long been the focus of advertising, both as consumers and as subjects of 

advertising campaigns. However, the portrayal of women in advertising has been a contentious 

issue, with many arguing that women are often objectified and sexualized in ads. 

 

Over the years, there have been efforts to improve the representation of women in advertising, 

such as the use of more diverse body types and ages, and more realistic depictions of women's 

lives. However, there is still a long way to go in terms of ensuring that women are portrayed in a 

respectful and empowering way in advertising. 

 

Some key issues that have been raised in relation to women in advertising include: 

 

Objectification: Women are often depicted as objects to be looked at and desired, rather than as 

human beings with agency and autonomy. This can reinforce harmful gender stereotypes and 

contribute to the objectification and sexualization of women in society. 

 

Unrealistic beauty standards: Many ads promote a narrow and unrealistic standard of beauty 

that is unattainable for most women. This can lead to body dissatisfaction and low self-esteem, 

particularly among young women and girls. 
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Stereotyping: Women are often portrayed in stereotypical roles, such as the nurturing mother or 

the seductive temptress. This can limit women's opportunities and perpetuate gender inequality. 

 

Lack of diversity: Historically, advertising has tended to feature a narrow range of women, often 

white, thin, and conventionally attractive. This can exclude women from diverse backgrounds 

and contribute to a lack of representation in society. 

 

Overall, it is important for advertisers to consider the impact of their campaigns on women and 

to work towards more inclusive and empowering representations of women in advertising. 

Childern in advertising 

 

Advertising targeting children is a complex and controversial issue. On the one hand, advertising 

can provide valuable information to children and their families about products and services that 

may be of interest or benefit to them. On the other hand, children are vulnerable and may not 

fully understand the persuasive intent of advertising, and can be easily influenced by ads that 

promote unhealthy or unrealistic messages. 

 

Some key issues that have been raised in relation to children in advertising include: 

 

Persuasion and influence: Children may not fully understand that advertising is designed to 

persuade them to want or buy products, and may be more susceptible to the influence of ads 

than adults. This can lead to children making requests for products that are not appropriate or 

affordable for their families. 

 

Unrealistic expectations: Ads targeting children often promote unrealistic expectations about 

the benefits or features of products, such as toys or snacks. This can create disappointment or 

dissatisfaction when children realize that the product does not live up to their expectations. 
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Health and safety concerns: Ads targeting children may promote products that are unhealthy or 

unsafe, such as sugary snacks or violent video games. This can have negative consequences for 

children's physical and emotional health. 

 

Privacy concerns: Advertisers may collect data about children's online behavior in order to 

target ads more effectively. This raises concerns about privacy and the potential for children's 

personal information to be shared with third parties without their knowledge or consent. 

 

Overall, it is important for advertisers to consider the potential impact of their ads on children, 

and to take steps to ensure that ads are truthful, not misleading, and do not exploit children's 

vulnerability or lack of understanding. This may involve creating age-appropriate ads that are 

sensitive to children's developmental needs and concerns, as well as adhering to ethical 

guidelines and regulations governing advertising to children. 

Advertising in Digital Media: Website, Facebook, linked in, twitter, blogs 

 

Advertising in digital media is a rapidly growing industry, with a range of platforms and formats 

available to businesses and organizations looking to promote their products, services, or 

messages. Here are some key considerations for advertising on various digital platforms: 

 

Website Advertising: Websites are a popular platform for display ads, which are typically banner 

or video ads that appear on a website's pages. These ads can be targeted to specific audiences 

based on factors such as geographic location, interests, or behaviour. It is important to consider 

the placement and design of website ads, as well as their relevance to the website's content and 

audience. 
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Facebook Advertising: Facebook offers a range of advertising options, including sponsored 

posts, display ads, and video ads. Ads can be targeted to specific demographics, interests, or 

behaviors, and can be placed in a variety of locations on the platform, such as in the newsfeed or 

on the right-hand column. It is important to consider the visual and textual content of Facebook 

ads, as well as their relevance to the audience's interests and behaviors. 

 

LinkedIn Advertising: LinkedIn is a professional networking site that offers advertising options 

such as sponsored content, display ads, and sponsored InMail (direct messaging). Ads can be 

targeted to specific job titles, industries, or company sizes, and can be placed in a variety of 

locations on the platform. It is important to consider the professional tone and relevance of 

LinkedIn ads, as well as their alignment with the audience's professional interests and needs. 

 

Twitter Advertising: Twitter offers advertising options such as promoted tweets, promoted 

accounts, and promoted trends. Ads can be targeted to specific interests or keywords, and can be 

placed in a variety of locations on the platform. It is important to consider the brevity and 

relevance of Twitter ads, as well as their alignment with the audience's interests and behaviors. 

 

Blog Advertising: Blogs are a popular platform for sponsored content, which involves paying 

bloggers to create content that promotes a product or service. Sponsored content can be 

targeted to specific audiences based on factors such as interests or industry, and can be placed 

on the blogger's site or on other sites. It is important to consider the relevance and authenticity 

of sponsored content, as well as its alignment with the blogger's brand and audience. 

 

Overall, when advertising in digital media, it is important to consider the platform, audience, and 

goals of the ad, as well as ethical considerations such as transparency and honesty. Advertisers 

should also stay up-to-date on industry trends and best practices in order to create effective and 

responsible digital campaigns. 
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UNIT 5 

Advertising agency 

 

An advertising agency is a company that provides services to businesses and organizations to 

create and manage advertising campaigns. The agency may specialize in a particular type of 

advertising, such as print, television, radio, digital, or social media. 

 

The services provided by an advertising agency may include market research, creative concept 

development, copywriting, design, media planning and buying, and campaign execution and 

management. The agency's goal is to help clients reach their target audience effectively and 

efficiently, and ultimately to help them achieve their marketing objectives, such as increasing 

brand awareness, driving sales, or changing consumer behaviour. 

 

Advertising agencies may work with a variety of clients, including large corporations, small 

businesses, non-profit organizations, and government agencies. They may operate on a retainer 

basis, where they are paid a regular fee to provide ongoing services, or on a project basis, where 

they are hired for a specific campaign or initiative. 

Advertising agency types, structure, and functions 

 

There are different types of Advertising agencies with varying structures and functions. Here 

are some of the most common: 

 

Full-Service Agency: A full-service agency offers a complete range of advertising and marketing 

services, including research, strategy, creative, media planning and buying, and campaign 

management. It can work with clients on a long-term basis or on a project basis. 
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Creative Agency: A creative agency specializes in the development of advertising concepts, 

design, and copywriting. It can work with clients directly or partner with other agencies for 

other services. 

 

Media Agency: A media agency focuses on media planning and buying, helping clients select the 

most effective media channels to reach their target audience. It can work with clients directly or 

partner with creative agencies for other services. 

 

Digital Agency: A digital agency specializes in online advertising and marketing, including 

website design and development, search engine optimization, social media marketing, and 

mobile app development. 

 

Social Media Agency: A social media agency focuses specifically on social media marketing, 

helping clients create and execute campaigns on platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, 

and LinkedIn. 

 

The structure of an advertising agency typically includes account management, creative, media, 

and research departments. Account managers serve as the primary point of contact for clients 

and oversee the overall direction of campaigns. Creative teams develop the concepts, designs, 

and copy for ads. Media planners and buyers determine the best channels and platforms to reach 

the target audience, negotiate rates, and purchase ad space. Research teams provide data and 

insights to inform campaign strategy and measure campaign effectiveness. 

 

The Functions of an advertising agency can vary depending on the type of agency and the 

needs of the client. However, some common functions include: 

 

Market research and analysis to identify the target audience and inform campaign strategy. 
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Creative concept development, including copywriting and design. 

Media planning and buying to determine the most effective channels and platforms to reach the 

target audience. 

Campaign execution and management, including scheduling and budgeting. 

Measurement and analysis of campaign effectiveness to refine strategies and improve future 

campaigns. 

Overall, advertising agencies play a crucial role in helping businesses and organizations 

effectively communicate their messages and reach their target audience. 

Art of developing effective copy and importance copy writing 

 

Copywriting is the art and science of creating written content, called copy, that persuades and 

motivates people to take action. Effective copywriting can be the difference between a successful 

marketing campaign and a failed one. Here are some tips for developing effective copy: 

 

Know your audience: Before you start writing, understand who your audience is and what 

motivates them. This will help you tailor your messaging to their needs and desires. 

 

Highlight benefits, not features: People want to know how a product or service will benefit them, 

not just what features it has. Focus on the benefits in your copy. 

 

Use attention-grabbing headlines: Your headline is the first thing people will read, so it needs to 

be attention-grabbing and compelling. 

 

Use clear and concise language: Keep your sentences and paragraphs short and to the point. Use 

simple language that is easy to understand. 
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Create a sense of urgency: Encourage people to take action by creating a sense of urgency in 

your copy. For example, use phrases like "limited time offer" or "act now" to encourage people to 

take action. 

 

Use social proof: People are more likely to take action if they see that others have done it before 

them. Use social proof, such as customer testimonials or user reviews, to build trust and 

credibility. 

 

Copywriting is important because it is the way businesses and organizations communicate with 

their target audience. Effective copywriting can help businesses increase sales, build brand 

awareness, and create a connection with their customers. Good copywriting can also help a 

business differentiate itself from its competitors and stand out in a crowded market. 

 

Copywriting is an essential part of marketing and advertising, and it requires a combination of 

creativity and strategy. By understanding your audience and using effective messaging, you can 

create copy that resonates with people and motivates them to take action. 

advertising agency layout, importance steps, and principal of good layout 

 

The layout of an advertising agency refers to the physical arrangement of the agency's 

workspace, including the office design, furniture, and equipment. The layout of an advertising 

agency can have a significant impact on employee productivity and creativity, and ultimately on 

the quality of the work produced. Here are some steps and principles of a good advertising 

agency layout: 

 

Steps of an advertising agency layout: 
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Analyse the agency's workflow: Before designing the layout, it's important to understand the 

agency's workflow and how different departments and teams interact with each other. 

 

Determine the spatial requirements: Based on the workflow analysis, determine the spatial 

requirements for each department, including the number of employees, furniture, and 

equipment needed. 

 

Create a functional layout: Once you have the spatial requirements, create a functional layout 

that allows for efficient workflow and easy communication between departments. 

 

Optimize the design for creativity: Advertising agencies are creative spaces, so it's important to 

optimize the design for creativity, including lighting, color, and overall atmosphere. 

 

Principles of good advertising agency layout: 

 

Functionality: The layout should be designed to facilitate efficient workflow and communication 

between departments. 

 

Flexibility: The layout should be flexible enough to adapt to changing needs and growth in the 

agency. 

 

Comfort: Employees spend a lot of time at work, so it's important to create a comfortable and 

welcoming environment. 

 

Creativity: The layout should be designed to promote creativity and inspiration, including 

natural light, colours, and artwork. 
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Collaboration: The layout should encourage collaboration and communication between 

departments and teams. 

Principles of a good layout, visuals -its importance 

 

Principles of a good layout: 

 

Balance: A balanced layout helps to create a sense of stability and order. It can be achieved 

through the use of symmetry or asymmetry, and by distributing elements in a way that feels 

visually even. 

 

Proximity: Related elements should be grouped together to help create visual relationships and 

hierarchy. This can be achieved through the use of white space, grids, or other organizational 

tools. 

 

Contrast: Contrast helps to create visual interest and make important elements stand out. This 

can be achieved through the use of color, size, shape, or texture. 

 

Alignment: Elements should be aligned to create a sense of order and consistency. This can be 

achieved through the use of grids or other organizational tools. 

 

Repetition: Repeating elements or visual patterns can help to create a sense of unity and 

consistency. 

 

Importance of visuals in layout: 

 

Attention-grabbing: Visuals are often the first thing that catches a viewer's eye, and can help to 

draw attention to important information or messages. 
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Emotional impact: Visuals can evoke emotions in viewers, helping to create a connection 

between the viewer and the content. 

 

Clarity: Visuals can help to clarify complex information or concepts, making them easier to 

understand. 

 

Branding: Visuals can help to reinforce a brand's identity and create a consistent look and feel 

across different media. 

 

Memorable: Visuals are often more memorable than text alone, helping to increase the chances 

that viewers will remember the information or message conveyed. 

Global trend in layout 

 

There are several global trends in layout that have emerged in recent years. Here are a few 

examples: 

 

Minimalism: Many designers are opting for clean, simple layouts with plenty of white space and 

minimal decoration. This trend is driven in part by the rise of mobile devices, which require 

designs that are easy to read and navigate on small screens. 

 

Bold typography: Typography is playing an increasingly important role in layout design, with 

designers using bold, eye-catching fonts to draw attention to key messages and headlines. 

 

Dynamic layouts: Dynamic layouts that use animations, interactive elements, and other dynamic 

features are becoming more popular, particularly in web design. These layouts can help to create 

a more engaging user experience and convey information more effectively. 
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Asymmetry: Asymmetrical layouts, where elements are not evenly balanced, are becoming more 

common. This trend can create a sense of energy and movement in a design, and help to create 

visual interest. 

 

Sustainability: Many designers are incorporating sustainability principles into their layouts, 

using recycled materials and minimizing waste. This trend reflects a growing awareness of 

environmental issues and a desire to create designs that are environmentally friendly. 

Copy elements-headlines, sub heads, slogan, body copy, logo etc global trends 

 

Here are some global trends in copy elements: 

 

Headlines: Short, attention-grabbing headlines that provide a clear benefit or promise are 

becoming more common. Headlines that are emotionally charged or use humor are also popular. 

 

Subheads: Subheads are increasingly used to break up long blocks of text and make it easier to 

scan content. Subheads that are informative and provide context for the following paragraphs 

are particularly effective. 

 

Slogans: Slogans that are short, memorable, and distinctive are popular, particularly in branding 

and advertising. Slogans that convey a clear benefit or value proposition can be especially 

effective. 

 

Body copy: Body copy that is easy to read and skim is in demand. Short paragraphs, bullet 

points, and bolded or highlighted text can help to make content more accessible. Authentic, 

conversational tone is gaining importance in copywriting. 
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Logo: Simple, minimalist logos that are easy to recognize and reproduce are popular. Logo 

animations and dynamic design elements are also becoming more common, particularly in 

digital branding. Additionally, a growing trend of humanising logos and making them more 

relatable and friendly. 

 

Personalisation: There is an increasing focus on personalisation in copy elements, tailoring 

messages to specific audiences or individuals. Personalised headlines, subheads, and body copy 

can help to increase engagement and conversion rates. 

 

Inclusivity: There is a growing awareness of the need for more inclusive language in copy 

elements, particularly in terms of gender and identity. Copy that is inclusive, respectful and does 

not stereotype can help to build trust and connection with diverse audiences. 

Industrial advertising 

 

Industrial advertising refers to the promotion of goods and services aimed at businesses and 

industries, rather than individual consumers. Industrial advertising can take many forms, 

including print and digital ads, direct mail campaigns, trade shows, and sponsorships. 

 

Here are some key aspects of industrial advertising: 

 

Technical language: Industrial advertising often uses technical language and industry-specific 

jargon to convey expertise and credibility to its target audience. This can help to establish a 

sense of trust with potential customers. 

 

Focus on benefits: Industrial advertising typically focuses on the benefits of a product or service, 

rather than its features. Businesses want to know how a product or service can help them solve a 

problem or achieve a goal, so highlighting the benefits can be a powerful selling point. 
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Relationship building: Industrial advertising is often focused on building long-term relationships 

with customers. This can involve providing ongoing support, maintenance, and training to 

ensure that customers get the most value out of their purchase. 

 

Industry-specific channels: Industrial advertising often uses industry-specific channels to reach 

its target audience. This can include trade shows, industry publications, and professional 

organizations. 

 

Emphasis on quality: Quality is often a key selling point in industrial advertising, as businesses 

want to ensure that the products and services, they purchase are reliable and durable. Industrial 

advertisers often emphasize quality certifications, such as ISO or UL, to demonstrate their 

commitment to quality. 

 

Case studies and testimonials: Industrial advertising often uses case studies and testimonials 

from satisfied customers to demonstrate the effectiveness of a product or service. This can be a 

powerful way to build credibility and trust with potential customers. 

Retail Advertising 

 

Retail advertising refers to the promotion of products and services to individual consumers in 

order to drive sales and increase revenue. Retail advertising can take many forms, including 

print and digital ads, television and radio commercials, in-store displays, and social media 

marketing. 

 

Here are some key aspects of retail advertising: 
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Emphasis on benefits: Retail advertising typically emphasizes the benefits of a product or service 

to individual consumers, such as convenience, quality, affordability, or status. Advertisers may 

use emotional appeals to connect with their target audience and create a sense of desire for their 

products or services. 

 

Seasonal promotions: Retail advertising often incorporates seasonal promotions and special 

offers, such as holiday sales, back-to-school discounts, or summer clearance events. These 

promotions can help to drive foot traffic and sales during key times of the year. 

 

Branding: Retail advertising often focuses on building brand recognition and loyalty among 

consumers. Advertisers may use distinctive logos, slogans, and packaging to help their products 

stand out from the competition and create a sense of familiarity and trust with consumers. 

 

Multi-channel marketing: Retail advertisers may use a variety of marketing channels to reach 

their target audience, including print and digital ads, social media marketing, email marketing, 

and in-store promotions. They may also use data analytics to track consumer behaviour and 

preferences in order to target their advertising more effectively. 

 

Product demonstrations: Retail advertising may use product demonstrations or samples to 

allow consumers to try a product before they buy it. This can help to build trust and confidence 

in the product, and encourage consumers to make a purchase. 

 

Calls to action: Retail advertising often includes a clear call to action, such as "buy now" or "visit 

our store today." These calls to action are designed to create a sense of urgency and encourage 

consumers to take immediate action. 

Corporate Advertising 
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Corporate advertising refers to the promotion of a company's overall image, reputation, and 

values, rather than specific products or services. Corporate advertising can take many forms, 

including print and digital ads, television and radio commercials, sponsorships, and public 

relations campaigns. 

 

Here are some key aspects of corporate advertising: 

 

Brand image: Corporate advertising is focused on building a strong brand image and reputation 

for a company. Advertisers may use slogans, logos, and brand messaging to create a sense of 

consistency and coherence across all of their marketing channels. 

 

Values and mission: Corporate advertising often emphasizes a company's values and mission, 

such as social responsibility, innovation, or customer service. This can help to differentiate the 

company from its competitors and create a sense of purpose and direction. 

 

Employee recruitment: Corporate advertising may be used to attract and retain top talent by 

promoting the company's culture, benefits, and opportunities for growth and development. This 

can help to create a sense of pride and loyalty among current employees, as well as attract new 

talent to the company. 

Political Advertising 

 

Political advertising refers to the promotion of political candidates, parties, or issues to influence 

public opinion and gain support during an election or campaign. Political advertising can take 

many forms, including print and digital ads, television and radio commercials, direct mail 

campaigns, and social media marketing. 

 

Here are some key aspects of political advertising: 
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Messaging: Political advertising relies heavily on messaging to persuade voters to support a 

candidate, party, or issue. Advertisers may use emotional appeals, such as fear or hope, to 

connect with voters and create a sense of urgency or importance. 

 

Targeting: Political advertising is often targeted at specific groups of voters, based on factors 

such as age, gender, race, or political affiliation. Advertisers may use data analytics to track voter 

behaviour and preferences in order to target their advertising more effectively. 

 

Negative advertising: Political advertising often includes negative or attack ads, which criticize 

the opponent or opposing party. These ads can be controversial and polarizing, but may also be 

effective in swaying undecided voters or energizing the base. 

 

Fundraising: Political advertising is often used to solicit donations and support from voters. 

Advertisers may use emotional appeals or urgent messaging to encourage donations and 

mobilize supporters. 

 

Issue advocacy: Political advertising may focus on promoting a particular issue or policy, rather 

than a specific candidate or party. These ads may be used to build support for a particular cause 

or to influence public opinion on a controversial topic. 

 

Regulation: Political advertising is often subject to regulation by government agencies, such as 

the Federal Election Commission in the United States. These regulations may dictate how much 

money can be spent on advertising, what types of messaging are allowed, and how the ads must 

be labelled or disclosed. 

Social, Marketing, Professional, organization and ethics 
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Social, marketing, professional, organizational, and ethics are all important aspects of business 

that can impact a company's success and reputation. Here's a brief overview of each: 

 

Social: Social factors refer to the cultural, social, and demographic characteristics of a population 

that can influence business decisions and outcomes. Social factors can include factors such as 

attitudes, beliefs, values, and lifestyle choices. Businesses must take social factors into account 

when developing marketing strategies, as they can impact consumer behaviour and demand. 

 

Marketing: Marketing refers to the process of promoting and selling products or services. 

Effective marketing involves understanding customer needs and wants, developing targeted 

messaging and branding, and selecting appropriate marketing channels. Marketing strategies 

can impact a company's reputation and profitability, as well as its ability to attract and retain 

customers. 

 

Professional: Professionalism refers to the behaviour, skills, and attitudes expected of 

individuals in a particular profession or industry. Professionalism involves ethical behaviour, 

respect for others, and a commitment to high-quality work. Companies that promote 

professionalism can build a positive reputation and attract top talent. 

 

Organizational: Organizational factors refer to the structure, culture, and management practices 

of a company. These factors can impact employee behavior, productivity, and job satisfaction, as 

well as customer satisfaction and loyalty. Companies that prioritize organizational factors such 

as communication, collaboration, and transparency can create a positive work environment and 

improve overall performance. 

 

Ethics: Ethics refer to the principles and values that guide decision-making and behavior. Ethical 

behavior involves treating others with respect and fairness, complying with laws and 
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regulations, and acting in the best interests of stakeholders. Companies that prioritize ethics can 

build a strong reputation and earn the trust and loyalty of customers and employees. 

 

In summary, businesses must consider a range of social, marketing, professional, organizational, 

and ethical factors to achieve long-term success and maintain a positive reputation. By 

prioritizing these factors, companies can create a positive work environment, attract and retain 

customers, and build a strong brand and reputation. 

 


